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Explore the meaning of success in your life. 

Contributors have a deeper and wider definition of success 

than Non-contributors. While Non-contributors define success 

in terms of material success, achievement, external impact, 

etc., Contributors are able to deepen and widen this definition 

of success to include personal fulfillment, development of  

self-esteem, ongoing development of personal capabilities, etc. 
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Study the following examples

1.

2.

3.

The Non-contributor Salesperson with a narrow 
(purely external) “vision of success”

The Non-contributor Sportsperson with a narrow 
(purely external) “vision of success”

The Non-contributor Scientist with a narrow 
(purely external) “vision of success”

The Contributor Salesperson with a wider “vision of 
success” (including both external and inner success)

The Contributor Sportsperson with a wider “vision of 
success” (including both external and inner success)

The Contributor Scientist with a wider “vision of 
success” (including both external and inner success)

This Non-contributor Salesperson chases only financial 
incentives and bonuses. Such a salesperson will be motivated 
to perform only if the incentives offered are good – otherwise 
she will feel it is not worth the effort.

This Non-contributor Sportsperson feels successful only if 
she comes first and wins the marathon. Thus if she happens 
to lose the first place, she will feel like a complete failure and 
a loser. 

This Non-contributor Scientist feels successful only if he 
wins the award. He needs to be acknowledged and receive 
recognition from others – only then will he feel he is really 
the “best scientist”.  Thus, if he does not receive this 
acknowledgement, he will lose confidence and feel he is not 
a good scientist.

This Contributor Salesperson enjoys the challenge of meeting 
and beating targets. Such a salesperson feels a sense of 
achievement when she performs better than expectations. 
Thus whether or not the incentives offered are good, she is 
motivated to perform well. 

This Contributor Sportsperson feels successful when she 
becomes better as an athlete. Thus, though she strives to 
come first in the marathon, more important is that she builds 
confidence, will-power, capability, etc. that will make her an 
even better athlete. So even if she loses a race, she will still 
be successful since she has improved as an athlete through 
that experience.

This Contributor Scientist feels successful when he stretches 
his own boundaries as a person, to make new discoveries 
– thus, each time he strives to do better than the previous 
time. He does not need others to acknowledge him as “best 
scientist” – if he has done better than his previous best and 
has made new discoveries, he will know he is a good scientist.

continued ...

.
’

.

.

I want a bonus, so I will work 
for the targets given.

... More important, I want to 
experience the challenge of 
working for a target and the 
joy of achieving it.

I want to come first in
the marathon.

Not only do I want to come first in the 
marathon...

… I also want to build the confidence, 
will-power, and stamina to run such 
long distances, face the challenges 
that come up with a positive attitude 
(without giving up), and beat my 
previous record. I want to also 
develop self-discipline. 

I want the best scientist 
award this year.

If I get the best scientist award 
this year, it will be great...

... More important, I want to 
stretch the boundaries of my 
thinking and imagination, and 
come up with new discoveries 
in my field.

The bonus offered for 
meeting targets will only 
be an additional benefit...

3.1 Exploring the Contributor’s Vision of Success
[CONCEPT EXPLORATION]
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... continued

The Non-contributor Manager with a narrow 
(purely external) “vision of success”

The Contributor Manager with a wider “vision of 
success” (including both external and inner success)

This Non-contributor Manager feels successful only if she 
gets promotions and moves up the organizational hierarchy. 
Thus she tries to show that she has performed well, so that 
she can get promoted.

This Contributor Manager feels successful if she becomes 
more capable as a leader and becomes worthy of being 
promoted to a higher position. Thus she seeks to develop 
capability of her team members and helps them become 
successful. If her team members succeed and do well, she 
also feels a sense of achievement and pride.

4.

I want a promotion, so I 
must perform well.

Group Worksheet  3.1:
Similarly (as done in examples 1-4 shown above), help the following people expand their vision 
of success to include both external as well as inner success. Brainstorm to visualize and fill in –

Describe the above non-contributor’s narrow vision of 
success – 

Describe the above contributor’s wider vision of 
success –

continued ...

The Non-contributor Student with a narrow 
vision of success

The Contributor Student with a wider vision of 
success (including both external and inner success)

5.

I have to get good marks in this subject – 
otherwise I will be put to shame in front of my 
teacher and my friends! So I need to study for 

this subject.

[Imagine his thinking and fill in]

Getting a promotion is great – 
who doesn’t want one, but...

... More important, I want 
to develop the capability of 
my team members and my 
own capabilities as a leader, 
so that all of us can do well.
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I admire A. R. Rahman. He has achieved world-fame 
and international awards. 

I admire A. R. Rahman. It is 
great that he has achieved 
world-fame and international 
awards – but I believe his 
real success has been…

I will say I have achieved success in my career, 
once I have a big house and a car of my own, with 
a luxurious life-style.

“
”

”

I will say I have achieved success in my career 
when…

“
[Imagine and fill in]

[Imagine and fill in]

... continued

continued ...

6.

7.

Describe the above non-contributor’s narrow vision of 
success –

Describe the above contributor’s wider vision of 
success –

The Non-contributor Job Applicant with a narrow 
vision of success

The Contributor Job Applicant with a wider vision of 
success (including both external and inner success)

Describe how the non-contributor sees success – Describe how the contributor sees success –

The Non-contributor’s narrow description of 
A.R.Rahman’s success

The Contributor’s wider description of A.R.Rahman’s 
success (including both external and inner success)
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Reflection: Everyone has a vision of what success they seek in life. A contributor 
expands his / her own vision of success to include inner as well as external success.  
Why does a narrow (purely external) vision of success limit the contribution one can 
make?

Explore more on the contributor’s wider vision of success, on the  i-become

AND MORE ...

C1: A contributor does not give up or lose 
anything by widening vision of success, in 

fact s/he gains much more...

C2: Why is it important to expand 
one’s vision of success to sustain 

contributorship?

[Log into your account on http://gtu.ibecome.in/ and select Unit 3: The Contributor’s Vision of Success  Foundation   
Concept Exploration]

... continued

Describe the above non-contributor’s narrow vision of 
success –

Describe the above contributor’s wider vision of 
success –

The Non-contributor Friend with a narrow vision 
of success

The Contributor Friend with a wider vision of success 
(including both external and inner success)

8.

I can say I am successful in relationships once 
I have crossed 5000 friend-connections on 
facebook.

“
”

[Imagine and fill in]

I can say I am successful in relationships when…“
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Group Worksheet  3.2:
PART A: Studying both Karan’s and Desai’s success visions, what do you think are things that 
each one values? And what is each one willing to sacrifice if circumstances forced them to make 

a choice? Discuss to answer.

3 things that matter most to him 3 things that matter most to him
Some examples – 

– Money and business  
 profits

– High-flying life style

– Prestige / status

– Stable and 

 comfortable family life 

– Life-long relationships

– Improved social and

 economic condition

 of family and families

 of employees

– Love, respect, and

 trust of people around

– Integrity to principles

– Inner contentment

– Etc.

What he would be willing to sacrifice… What he would be willing to sacrifice…

 

I have made a comfortable life for my family. We are 
able to enjoy it together – we are very close! 
I have always stood by my principles and am 
respected in the community for 
that. People always come first! No 
amount of money is worth a lost 
relationship. 
I have always stood by people, and 
I know that my people will stand 
by me if I ever need it. And most 
important, I have a lot of love and 
joy in my life… my life is very “full”.

KARAN

KARAN

DESAI

DESAI

At such a young age, I am a millionaire! 
I have my own company, big car, 3 
houses in different cities…I have 

achieved what most people can 
only dream of. 

Of course I had to sacrifice many 
relationships to reach here… so 
what! You have to lose some to 

gain some… no wonder people say 
it is lonely at the top…

Karan’s Success Vision:  
Financial Success Alone

Desai’s Success Vision:  
All-round Success

3.2 Workplace application 1
[CONCEPT APPLICATION]

SCENARIO
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PART B: Keeping in mind their Success Visions and what you have filled in PART A, brainstorm 

to imagine and fill in – 

1. What if things begin to go wrong and their businesses start doing badly…

 Hint: Think of the impact on their personal fulfillment, relationships, character strength, etc.

2. What if somebody proposes to each of them “dismiss your workers and you can sell the

 business at a high price” –

What is likely to happen in Karan’s life?

What is Karan likely to do? 

What will be the consequences of this in his own life?  
In the lives of his employees?

What is likely to happen in Desai’s life?

What is Desai likely to do? 

What will be the consequences of this in his own life?  
In the lives of his employees?
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Group Worksheet  3.3:

Sachin’s Vision of Success influenced the way he interacted with team-mates and motivated his 
game. How? Write down 3 examples from his life that demonstrate the connection between his 

Vision of Success and his choices / actions / interactions. Discuss to answer.

After India won the Cricket World Cup in 2011, the team dedicated the win to Sachin Tendulkar. They carried him on their 
shoulders around the ground.

Teammate Virat Kohli: “This win is for Sachin.”

Bowler Zaheer Khan: “It is a dream come true – and we wanted it so badly for this very 
special guy.”

Yuvraj Singh: “I wanted to win the World Cup for Sachin. He was always around for me. 
During my tough times, he told me to keep up the spirit. He said ‘You don’t know what is there 
in the box for you in future. You may be working hard, but work harder’. Sachin also told me 
that he believed in me.” 

Sachin believed in enabling and helping his teammates grow. In their success, he saw the success of Team India.

Sachin’s Success Vision: Success not only for self, but also  
for teammates, and for India

“...And that is the reason why this victory is great, because 
different players have made contributions to the win.” 

– Sachin Tendulkar

[Log into your account on http://gtu.ibecome.in/ and select 

Unit 3: The Contributor’s Vision of Success  Foundation  Concept Applications]

Explore Sachin’s vision of success  further on  i-become

A2: Sachin Tendulkar

3.3 Workplace application 2
[CONCEPT APPLICATION]

ROLE MODEL
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Group Worksheet  3.4:
PART A: In her ambition to win at any cost, Marion took drugs to improve her performance. Her 
narrow vision of success blinded her to the deeper rewards that an athlete with her talent and 
competence, could have received. Discuss to help widen this vision of success –

WIDER VISION OF SUCCESS INCLUDING THE DEEPER REWARDS
MARION’S NARROW  

VISION OF SUCCESS INCLUDED – 

Marion Jones’ Success Vision: Perform well and win at any cost
(A Success Vision that destroyed her)

MARION JONES : Former world champion, track and field athlete
Marion Jones  was a US track and field athlete  who went 
on to dominate the world stage  in the late ’90s and early 
2000s. She was one of the most loved athletes  and a role 
model for thousands of Afro-Americans, who routinely beat 
her competitors on the track fields, right from her childhood.

Some of her records –
1997: Marion wins  the 100m sprint at World Championships, Greece
1998: Won gold in World Cup, South Africa
1999: Won 4 titles at World Championship, Spain
2000: Won 3 gold and 2 bronze at the Olympics, Sydney

Then…

In October 2007, she admitted to taking performance enhancing drugs  as far back as 2000 Olympics. She admitted to  lying to 
investigation authorities earlier on the  doping issue.

It was a very public fall  from grace for 31-year-old Jones who  in 2000 had amazed sports fans  across the world with her  
extremely difficult goal  of winning 5 gold medals at the Sydney Olympics. She finally won 3 golds and 2 bronzes.

Jones  had to give up all medals that she won 2000 onwards. Her fans felt betrayed.

+

– Gold medals, world records

– Name and fame

Add more... [For example: Achieving a new level of 

excellence as an athlete]

[For example: Be seen as a role model 

inspiring many young athletes]

Inner Successes an athlete like 
her could seek and receive

Further External Successes this 
could also lead to

3.4 Workplace application 3
[CONCEPT APPLICATION]

CASE STUDY
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PART B
Discuss to think of examples to fill each of these boxes – 

An Example where one experienced   
External Failure but Inner Success...

An Example where one experienced  
External Success and Inner Success...

An Example where one experienced   
External Failure and Inner Failure...

An Example where one experienced  
External Success but Inner Failure...

EXTERNAL FAILURE

IN
NE

R 
FA

IL
UR

E

EXTERNAL SUCCESS

IN
NE

R 
SU

CC
ES

S
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Reflection: In one’s career, give 3 reasons why it is important to have a wider vision of 
success (including inner success as well as external success) if you want to stay on the 
path of contributorship.

[Log into your account on http://gtu.ibecome.in/ 
and select 
Unit 3: The Contributor’s Vision of Success  
Foundation  Concept Exploration]

[Log into your account on http://gtu.ibecome.in/ 
and select 
Unit 3: The Contributor’s Vision of Success  
Foundation  Concept Applications]

Exploring the following on the  i-become  
will help you think about this question for your 
own career

C2: Why is it important to expand one’s vision 
of success to sustain contributorship?

A1: Pratham, the Sales executive: 
Learning the hard way

Explore other contributors who have widened their vision of success on the  i-become

AND MORE ...

[Log into your account on http://gtu.ibecome.in/ and select Unit 3: Contributor’s Vision of Success  Foundation 
 Concept Applications]

A3: ABDUL KALAM
Keep trying until you 
convert your dreams 

into reality

Monthly targets are a reality in any corporate job. So 
how do you navigate through the pressures of these 
targets? Watch Pratham’s story to check what you 
need to be careful of in your journey of success...

A4: AMARTYA SEN
Finding solutions to the 
problems which affect 
the well-being of the 

community

A3: WALT DISNEY
Contribute to 

people’s lives through 
entertainment and  

hours of joy

A4: SATYAJIT RAY
Excellence in film-
making to portray 

social reality

A5: DR. PETER PRONOVOST
Lifting the standards  

of medical safety
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Project Goal: To recognize how a contributor consciously widens and deepens his / her “Success Vision” through 
life’s experiences (using case studies of well-known personalities). Also seeing the connection between one’s 
Success Vision and the career choices one makes.

STEP 1: Choose any 3 well-known personalities you admire (don’t choose the same people you may have studied 
for earlier projects). 

STEP 2: Do some research on each of these 3 
personalities (you can use the internet, library books, 
magazines, newspapers, etc.). Identify Some incidents 
/ experiences in the person’s life (written about by him/
herself or by journalists / writers or by people known to 
him / her)  that show, how s/he widens own success 
vision through his / her experiences, incidents, 
challenges faced in life. 

STEP 3: Discuss each of the 3 personalities, to articulate 
for each –

l What was his / her success vision?

l How did his / her success vision influence his / her career choices and other important choices in his / her life 
(that you may have found through your research)?

STEP 4:  Make this into a presentation with a section covering each of the 3 personalities
(3 case studies).

STEP 5: Present to the class. Title your presentation “How a Contributor consciously widens and deepens his / 
her Success Vision. Lesson from great personalities: <names of pesonalities chosen>”

Field Work

Project 1:

Project Goal: To recognize how a contributor consciously widens and deepens his / her “Success Vision” through 
life’s experiences (using film-based case studies).

STEP 1: Choose any 3 popular films that show us how the leading character (hero / heroine), through the course of the 
film, finds a wider success vision (a contributor’s success vision) for him / herself.

STEP 2: Discuss each of these 3 films in your 
project team (watching the films if needed), 
and identify for each leading character in the 
films – How did s/he widen and deepen his/her 
own success vision through the experiences 
shown in the film?

STEP 3: Make a case study presentation that 
uses the cases in each of the 3 chosen films, to show “How a contributor consciously widens his / her success vision 
through life’s experiences”.

STEP 4: Present to the class. Title your presentation “How a Contributor consciously widens and deepens his / 
her Success Vision. Lesson from films: <names of films chosen>”

You could do any one of the above projects and present in the class
OR ask your faculty for the IN-CLASS PROJECT based on the guideline from i-become

3.5 Project Work

Hint: Some examples of how the success vision could have widened...

–  Did the person take on challenges for the joy / thrill of it?

–  Did the person’s self-confidence, inner strength, character improve?

–  Did the person stretch his / her boundaries as a human being and 
achieve higher levels of excellence?

–  Did the person gain new capabilities?

–  Did the person experience success through the success of others 
(whom s/he helped)?

Hint: Some examples of how the success vision could have 
widened...

–  Did the person take on challenges for the joy / thrill of it?

–  Did the person’s self-confidence, inner strength, character 
improve?

–  Did the person stretch his / her boundaries as a human 
being and achiever higher levels of excellence?

–  Did the person gain new capabilities?

–  Did the person experience success through the success of 
others (whom s/he helped)?

Project 2:
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What you can do next: 

Practice for Examinations on i-become

•	 Do the quizzes and practice tests to get an idea of what to expect in the examination.

•		 To	access	these	–		
 – Log into your ActivGuide account on http://gtu.ibecome.in/  
 – Select Unit 3: The Contributor’s Vision of Success  Exam Revision

Attend the Contributor Classroom for Unit 3 (on Facebook   )

•	 2	online	discussion	sessions	will	be	conducted	for	Unit	3,	in	the	Contributor	Classroom.	One	will	
explore the “contributor’s widened vision of success” and how it impacts your ability to contribute. 
The other will discuss workplace examples and career guides.

•		 Join	students	and	faculty	from	across	GTU	as	we	discuss	this	topic.

•		 To	participate		–	

 – Go to https://www.facebook.com/groups/CPP.July2012/

 – Log in with your own Facebook account (if you don’t have one already, create new)

 – Click on “join group” button to join the Contributor Classroom

 – Once the group moderator approves, you can attend these discussions

 – Make sure you register early enough so that you don’t miss these sessions

•		 To	know	the	schedules	for	this,	check	your	email	/	the	i-become	Facebook	page	 
https://www.facebook.com/ibecomeInitiative
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“

“

Purity in thought, speech and act 
is absolutely necessary. As for thirst 
after knowledge, it is an old law that 
we all get whatever we want. None of 
us can get anything other than what 
we fix our hearts upon. There must 
be a continuous struggle, a constant 
fight, an unremitting grappling with 
our lower nature, till the higher 
want is actually felt and victory is 
achieved. The student who sets out 
with such a spirit of perseverance 
will surely find success at last.

There is success and failure in every 
work. But I am inclined to believe 
that one who is a coward will be 
born after death as an insect or a 
worm, that there is no salvation 
for a coward even after millions of 
years of penance. Well, shall I after 
all be born as a worm? …In my eyes 
this world is mere play – and it will 
always remain as such. Should one 
spend six long months brooding 
over the questions of honour and 
disgrace, gain and loss pertaining to 
this?

“Make the character of Mahavira (Hanuman) your 
ideal. See how at the command of Ramachandra he 
crossed the ocean! He had no care for life or death. 
He was a perfect master of his senses and wonderfully 
sagacious. Build your life on this great ideal of personal 
service. Through that ideal all the other ideas will 
gradually manifest themselves in life. Obedience to 
the Guru without questioning and strict observance 
of Bramhacharya – this is the secret of success. 

Expand your vision of success

Swami Vivekananda wanted each one us to have a large vision of success so that  we create 
material, intellectual and spiritual success not only for ourselves, but also for our fellowmen 
and our whole country. 

“Every man should take up his own ideal and endeavour 
to accomplish it. That is a surer way of progress than 
taking up other men’s ideals, which he can never hope 
to accomplish. For instance, we take a child and at once 
give him the task of walking twenty miles. Either the 
little one dies, or one in a thousand crawls the twenty 
miles, to reach the end exhausted and half-dead. That 
is like what we generally try to do with the world. All 
the men and women, in any society, are not of the same 
mind, capacity, or of the same power to do things; 
they must have different ideals, and we have no right 
to sneer at any ideal. Let every one do the best he can 
for realising his own ideal. Nor is it right that I should 
be judged by your standard or you by mine. The apple 
tree should not be judged by the standard of the oak, 
nor the oak by that of the apple. To judge the apple tree 
you must take the apple standard, and for the oak, its 
own standard.

Swami Vivekananda speaks to you
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“Power and things like that will come 
by themselves. Put yourself to work, 
and you will find such tremendous 
power coming to you that you will 
feel it hard to bear. Even the least 
work done for others awakens the 
power within; even thinking the least 
good of others gradually instills into 
the heart the strength of a lion.

“We talk foolishly against material civilisation. The grapes are sour. 
Even taking all that foolishness for granted, in all India there are, 
say, a hundred thousand really spiritual men and women. Now, for 
the spiritualisation of these, must three hundred millions be sunk in 
savagery and starvation? Why should any starve? 

“The secret of success of the 
Westerners is the power of 
organisation and combination. That 
is only possible with mutual trust 
and co-operation and help. Now 
here is Virchand Gandhi, the Jain, 
whom you well knew in Bombay. 
This man never takes anything but 
pure vegetables even in this terribly 
cold climate, and tooth and nail 
tries to defend his countrymen and 
religion. The people of this country 
[America] like him very well, but 
what are they [Indians] doing who 
sent him over? They [Indians] are 
trying to outcast him. ...it is jealousy 
that holds them down.

Swami Vivekananda at Ahmedabad

Swami Vivekananda stayed for about eleven days 

sometime in the latter part of 1891 as a guest of 

Lalshankar Umiashankar Trivedi (b.1845, d.1912) in 

Ahmedabad after he first entered Gujarat from Ajmer. 

Lalshankar was the guiding force behind many 

associations founded in Gujarat during the 

renaissance period like the Gujarat Vernacular 

Society, Buddhivardhak Sabha, and several other 

social and educational institutions connected with 

women’s education and the uplift of untouchables.

Source: The Complete Works of Swami Vivekananda
(Published by Advaita Ashrama, 5 Dehi Entally Road, 
Kolkata 14, India)

Source: Shri Ramakrishna Ashrama, Rajkot, 
Website (www.rkmrajkot.org)
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